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Recovery after Racing by Gale Bernhardt
At least once a week during race season I receive an email asking, “How long should it take me to recover
from my race?” It’s a great question.
The first question I ask is, “What sport did you race?” In general, given the three sports of cycling, triathlon
and running, people typically recover faster from a three-hour road race than they do from a three-hour
running event. Triathlon recovery falls between cycling and running. While some people prefer to use miles
logged in the race as the measuring stick, I use race time.
Recovery time does depend on many factors. Several of the factors are discussed later in the document. A
starting point to estimate your recovery time is:
u

Bicycle Races: 1 to 3 days per hour of racing

u

Triathlon Races: 3 to 5 days per hour of racing

u

Running Races: 4 to 6 days per hour of racing

In the list above, I am referring to full recovery or the next time you can do a difficult or break through
workout without that workout being compromised in any way by fatigue. You might feel good enough to do a
moderate workout in half the time listed above, but you won’t be ready to do a hard session or another race.
I have found how fast an athlete recovers from an event depends on several factors before, during and after
the race. These factors are “modifiers” to the recovery days listed previously on this page. These factors are
“modifiers” and are relative to each sport and the individual athlete. A table of modifiers is listed on the next
page, ranking stress at a 1, 2 or 3 level. The more scores you have in the number 3 ranking column, the more
your recovery will be negatively affected. In other words, your recovery time will be longer.
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To use an extreme example, an athlete completing a two-hour triathlon, with all factors in the number 1
column will likely recover in about six days. If that same athlete has all factors in the number 3 column, full
recovery from the race may take as much as 10 days – assuming no injury or illness. Add illness or injury and
recovery time is extended.
When heading into the next race, if you make a good effort to control some of the factors listed on the chart,
you can expect a faster recovery.

